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PARLAVANTZAS VS. SWITZERLAND

ATTACHMENT 2
EMPLOYMENT & SOCIAL EXCLUSION
CASE HISTORIES OF OTHER HIGH END EUROPEAN UNION NATIONALS.
The extensive legal and administrative control instruments needed to:
1. implement the swiss large scale migration policy1.
2. effect, manage, and optimise the significant incoming and outgoing flows of
legal foreign nationals and their families.
3. control, regulate, allocate the foreigners’ quotas within both the Cantons as
well as the economy, optimise and coordinate their exploitation, and
4. organise and facilitate their timely and cost effective repatriation,
have stood the test of time are fine-tuned, well tested, systematic, and highly
effective2.
Sooner or latter over 90% of the once welcomed and actively recruited migrant
workers from overseas are faced with the need to permanently depart Switzerland.
Consciously or unconsciously resisting the swiss national foreigner rotation policy is
not possible. This is certified by the well known Human Rights specialist - Attorney at
Law Ludwig A. Minnelli3, in his letter4 to the applicant dated 02.03.1999.
Attorney at Law Ludwig A. Minnelli writes:
“…….. I have already informed you that Switzerland has, to date, neither
signed nor ratified the European social charter (Right to Work).
Even if Switzerland would be a member of this multilateral treaty; as a result
of the fact that the European social charter contains no enforcement
mechanisms; there would be no possibility of bringing a violation of one of its
regulations by an individual complainant before any national or international
authority under international law.

SOONER OR LATER YOU WILL HAVE TO COME TO TERMS WITH THE
FACT THAT AS A RESULT OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL SITUATION HERE
THERE ARE NO LEGAL METHODS WITH WHICH YOU CAN FIGHT
AGAINST JUSTIFIABLE OR UNJUSTIFIABLE DISCRIMINATION IN
SWITZERLAND.

Just as little you will be able to achieve in the political avenue whether in
Switzerland or abroad.
My long-standing experience with many cases shows that all these efforts are
absolutely useless and this is so even if one or a number of media take an
interest in your case.
I am sorry not to be able to give you any better advice”.
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The Swiss version of political Justice has been recently described by Prof Dr. Walter
Wittmann Born 1935, Swiss National, in his book titled: - DER HELVETISCHE FILZ =
THE CASTE SOCIETY IN SWITZERLAND.

POLITICAL JUSTICE
“Last but not least, Switzerland is the only developed country
which has discarded a clean separation between politics and
justice.
Judges are chosen and elected - or not - under political
criteria. At the same time these non-professional judges are
active in other functions and are automatically interest
representatives of their “bread providers”.
They must behave “politically conform” so as not to be disposed off. More often than
not members of the ruling caste/cartel enjoy a goodwill bonus against those who are
not connected to an influential network.
Contrary to all democracies Switzerland knows no Constitutional Court. The
Uppermost judge is the Swiss Parliament, which rules, so to speak,
alone over its decisions, it is therefore self regulating. The swiss
parliament is not responsible to an independent Court. Literary
speaking the People have the last word: Here the majority decides
what is “right” and what is “wrong”. One is confronted with a “mob
justice“.
The Swiss press is controlled by a militia organisation called APF5005.
Not withstanding the control of the Press, a number of extraordinary, high profile,
professional exclusion cases have surfaced over the last few years.
A small number of exemplary-publications on three unrelated EU nationals are
appended to this Attachment:
CASE
1
2
3

SUBJECT’S NAME
Prof. Dr. Dieter Genske6
Prof. Dr. Ellen Stubbe7
Dr. Timothy Haley8

NATIONALITY
German
German
UK

APENDICES
2-2, 2-3
2-4,2-5,2-6
2-7

A large number of additional publications in the academic employment area is
provided under: [www.sapere-aude.ch & www.uni-mobbing.ch].
A well documented case history (several court and Administrative decisions) on the
expulsion of a Turkish National and his Romanian wife and school aged daughter
after more than a quarter of a century of legal residence in Switzerland is available
to the applicant and can be made available upon request.
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NB: Over 50 The Media publications on the applicant are to be found in ATTACHMENT
P.
APPENDICES
2-01A

25.02.1999

Applicant’s letter (in English) to Attorney at Law Ludwig A.
Minnelli requesting his and the Swiss Society’s for the
European Convention on Human Rights = SGEMKO
[www.sgemko.ch] support.

2-01

02.03.1999

Attorney at Law Ludwig A. Minnelli’s9 letter answering [21A] to the applicant.
NB. Ludwig A. Minnelli is the long-time president of the Swiss
Society for the European Convention on Human Rights =
SGEMKO [www.sgemko.ch].

2-02

22.11.2002

Article titled “Career Tomb Switzerland” = (Karieregrab
Schweiz) published in the Sunday edition of the NZZ = Neue
Zürcher Zeitung [www.nzz.ch].

2-03

10.2002

Article Titled “How scientists can be brought off their
existence in Switzerland” = “Wie Wissenschafler in der
Schweiz um deren Existenz gebracht werden können”,
published in the „Forshung & Lehre“ [www.forschung-undlehre.de].

2-04

23.08.2001

Article of 23.08.2001 titled “Should cancer be cured comes
the employment termination” = “Heilt der Krebs droht die
Kündigung”,
published
in
“DIE
WELTWOCHE”
[www.weltwoche.ch].

2-05

04.04.2003

Article Titled “Intriguing over studying”= “Intrigieren geht
über Studieren" published in the Swiss BEOBACHTER
[www.beobachter.ch].

2-06

10.03.2004

Article of 10.03.2004 Titled “Expelled University professor
arrested” = “Die Geschaste Uni Dozentin Vehaftet” published
in the NZZ [Neue Zürcher Zeitung www.nzz.ch].

2-07

14.03.2004

Article of 14.04.2004, titled “Novartis Specialist – fatal
downward spirals”= „Novartis Spezialist - Tödliche
Abwartspirale" = published in the Swiss BEOBACHTER
[www.beobachter.ch].
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THE ENDNOTES REFERED TO IN THE TEXT
1

See Attachment 1.

2

The effectiveness of this control apparatus can be seen by the case history of Tim and
Nadette Haley, See Appendix 2-07.
“After writing five farewell letters Nadette went to the St. Johann factory premises of
Novartis in Basel on August 20th 2003, at four o'clock in the afternoon. There, having
doused herself with petrol, she set herself on fire.
Two Canadian tourists who happened to be around, tried to put out the flames.
Novartis employees quickly arrived at the scene. But it was too late. Nadette was first
taken to the Cantonal Hospital in Basel and then to the University Hospital in Zurich
where despite the help of a dozen doctors she died that night. Tim Haley says:
“Nadette described Basel as being the only place that she regarded as home'.
Despite all this, under the pretence that “in ignorance of the personal facts - suicides
are generally not commented upon” only a tiny report on Nadette’s death was
published in Basel.
3

Ludwig A. Minnelli’ = founder and Long-time president of SGEMKO [www.sgemko.ch],
the Swiss Society for the European Convention on Human Rights.
4

See Appendix 2-01.

5

APF-500 = Armee - Presse - Funk 500 is a swiss militia organisation composed of militia
officers, jurists, and journalists under the Direction/Command of Prof. Dr. - General
Command Headquarters Colonel - Heinrich Koller – long-time Director of the Swiss Federal
Department of Justice and Police.

6

Prof. Dr. Dieter Genske - former life time = tenured professor in the Delfts [www.tudelft.nl]
Technical University, Holland is currently living on social assistance in Switzerland.
7

Prof. Dr. Ellen Stubbe, former life time = tenured Professor at the University of Hamburg
University, Germany, is currently living on unemployment benefit.

8

Former lecturer of the University of London, UK, is currently living on social assistance.
When, in addition to his own forceful exclusion from the working life, the Swiss authorities
saw to it that his French wife Nadette Haley was also excluded from the working life, the
latter set herself, in protest, on fire in front of the Novartis Headquarters in Basel.

9

Ludwig A. Minnelli’ = founder and Long-time president of SGEMKO [www.sgemko.ch]
the Swiss Society for the European Convention on Human Rights.
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